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1 Introduction

_DSD (Device specific data) [1,2] is an ACPI device configuration object that can be used to convey information on hardware features, which are not specifically covered by the ACPI specification.

Graphs are a concept that is often observed in computing. A graph is a set of nodes, that are connected together through links that represent logical relationships. Often, hardware components relate to each other functionally, or have physical connections to each other, forming a graph. An example is shown in Figure 1.

![Example graph](image)

**Figure 1** Example graph. A Debug Trace Graph includes Trace Masters (Trace 1 and Trace 2) that produce traces, multiplexors that combine traces from more or more masters, and multiple Sinks to which traces are fed. The Traces could be generated by debug logic attached to devices or logical blocks in a system.

In order to function, software drivers need to comprehend these graphs. This document provides a specification for describing such graphs to operating systems using ACPI.

This document specifies the data format associated with UUID:

```
ab02a46b-74c7-45a2-bd68-f7d344ef2153
```

(Device Graph UUID) for the _DSD (Device Specific Data) ACPI device configuration object.

1.1 Terms

The following terms are used throughout this document to describe varying aspects of input localization:

**ACPI**

Advanced Configuration and Power Interface specification.

**Device**

Hardware component or set of interrelated hardware registers.

1.2 Conventions used in this document

1.2.1 Typographic conventions
This document uses the typographic and illustrative conventions described below:

Plain text  The normal text typeface is used for the vast majority of the
descriptive text in a specification.
Introduction

Computer code, example code segments, and all prototype code segments use a **BOLD Monospace** typeface with a dark red color. These code listings normally appear in one or more separate paragraphs, though words or segments can also be embedded in a normal text paragraph.

### 1.3 References

[1] _DSD (Device Specific Data) Implementation Guide._
[http://www.uefi.org/sites/default/files/resources/_DSD-implementation-guide-toplevel-1_1.htm](http://www.uefi.org/sites/default/files/resources/_DSD-implementation-guide-toplevel-1_1.htm)


2 Device graphs UUID

2.1 Format definition

The _DSD graphs UUID

\texttt{ab02a46b-74c7-45a2-bd68-f7d344ef2153}

defines the format of a package (data structure), which is as follows:

The package is then constructed as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
Package () {
    Revision,   // Integer must be zero
    NumberOfGraphs, // N in the list below
    Graph[1],   // N graphs that this device belongs to
    ...
    Graph[N]
}
\end{verbatim}

Each Graph entry in turn is a package with the following format:

\begin{verbatim}
Package () {
    GraphID,   // INTEGER, identifies a graph the
              // parent device belongs to
    UUID,     // 16-byte buffer UUID for
              // specification that governs this
              // graph
    NumberOfLinks, // INTEGER for number of links on this
                   // node
    Links[1],   // List of graph links, with
                 // NumberOfLinks entries.
    ...
    Links[N]
}
\end{verbatim}

Finally, each link is a package that contains the following format:

\begin{verbatim}
Package () {
    SourcePortAddress,   // INTEGER
    DestinationPortAddress, // INTEGER
    DestinationDeviceName, // REFERENCE to another
                            // device in the name space
}
\end{verbatim}

Devices represent vertices in a graph. A device can indicate that it participates in a graph by providing a _DSD graph object in its scope. The object primarily lists the connections the device has to other devices in a given graph. The _DSD graph object has the following fields:
Revision: must be zero

NumberOfGraphs: Specifies the number of graphs that the current device is a part of.

Graph[N]: list of packages that specifies the characteristics of each graph that the current device is a member of.

The Graph package itself is composed of the following fields:

GraphID: An identifier for the graph. Each graph has a unique identifier and it illegal for a given device to provide more than in _DSD graph object with the same identifier value.

UUID: A UUID that identifies the specification that governs the behavior of the graph. Known UUIDs and associated specifications are listed at the end of this document.

NumberOfLinks: the number of links the parent device has to the other devices on the graph identified by the _DSD graph object.

Links: Each link entry is in turn a package, that contains, a source port address, a destination port address and a destination device reference.

The behavior of a graph and its meaning is determined by the devices themselves and their drivers. Therefore, the properties of a link, ports, and directionality, are determined by the devices themselves and their drivers. To identify the meaning, each graph in a device graph _DSD object carries a UUID which in turns links to a vendor provided specification for the graph. The specification determines how the graph is to be understood by device drivers.

A link package may be extended with additional vendor defined data. The graph specification determines how that data is to be interpreted.

2.2 Example

The following ASL shows an illustrative example of four devices which are connected in two device graphs. The graphs are illustrated in Figure 2. In this example, devices ABC, DEF and GHI are interconnected in a first graph topology. Devices ABC, GHI and JKL are interconnected in a second graph topology.

Figure 2 four devices interconnected in two graphs
Scope (_SB) {
  Device (ABC) {
    ... 
    Name (_DSD, Package () {
      ToUUID("ab02a46b-74c7-45a2-bd68-f7d344ef2153"),
      Package() {
        0, // Revision 
        2, // NumberOfGraphs 
        Package() {
          1, // GraphID - Graph 1 
          ToUUID("UUID_For_Graph_Arch"),
          2, // Number of links 
          Package (3) {0,3,\_SB.DEF},
          Package (3) {1,10,\_SB.GHI}
        },
        Package() {
          2, // GraphID - Graph 2 
          ToUUID("UUID_For_Graph_Arch"),
          1, // Number of links 
          Package (3) {2,380,\_SB.JKL}
        }
      }
    }
  }
  ... 
}

Device (DEF) {
  ... 
  Name (_DSD, Package () {
    ToUUID("ab02a46b-74c7-45a2-bd68-f7d344ef2153"),
    Package() {
      0, // Revision 
      1, // NumberOfGraphs 
      Package() {
        1, // GraphID - Graph 1 
        ToUUID("UUID_For_Graph_Arch"),
        1, // Number of links 
        Package (3) {5,20,\_SB.GHI}
      }
    }
  })
  ...
}

Device (GHI) {
  ... 
  Name (_DSD, Package () {
    ToUUID("ab02a46b-74c7-45a2-bd68-f7d344ef2153"),
Package() {
  0, // Revision
  2, // NumberOfGraphs
  Package () {
    1, // GraphID - Graph 1
    ToUUID("UUID_For_Graph_Arch"),
    1, // Number of links
    Package (3) {10,1,"SB.ABC"}
  },
  Package() {
    2, // GraphID - Graph 2
    ToUUID("UUID_For_Graph_Arch"),
    1, // Number of links
    Package (3) {30,210,"SB.JKL"},
  }
}
...
}
3 Known Graph UUIDs

3.1 Arm CoreSight ACPI specification

3ECBC8B6-1D0E-4FB3-8107-E627F805C6CD

https://developer.arm.com/docs/den0067/latest/acpi-for-coresighttm-10-platform-design-document